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ABSTRACT: The incorporation of industrialization processes, as an option for building construction in Vene-zuela,
has been part of our goal to enter into modernity. This ambition benefited, during the seventies, from an economic bonanza resulting from the rise of oil prices worldwide which, no doubt, had an impact on Venezuela.
The practice of introducing rational constructive techniques was influenced by the Bauhaus experience and
by other defenders of industrialization processes. Likewise, the post-war building experience was the source of
inspiration for the development of Venezuelan projects, within a scope open to experimentation. Our objective
here is to present some of the projects built in Venezuela, between 1970 and 1983, which made use of industrialization processes. From a tectonic analysis of the selected examples, we want to point out, the impact produced on the built object as a result of the incorporation of systematized building techniques.

INTRODUCTION
The incorporation of industrialization processes, as a construction option in Venezuela, has been part of our
goal to enter into modernity. This ambition benefited, during the seventies, from an economic bonanza resulting from the rise of oil prices worldwide which, with no doubt, had an impact on Venezuela. The practice of introducing rational constructive techniques was influenced by the Bauhaus experience and by other defenders
of industrialization processes, such as Le Corbusier, Alvar Aalto, Jean Prouvé, Pier Luigi Nervi, Donald Gibson,
among others. Likewise, the post-war building experience, with its eagerness to rebuild a Europe in ruins,
was the source of inspiration for the development of Venezuelan projects, within a scope open to experimentation.
The object of this work is to present some of the constructive experiences developed in Venezuela, between
1970 and 1985, which include industrialization processes. From a tectonic analysis of the selected examples,
we want to point out, the impact produced on the built object since the incorporation of systematized building techniques.
As, at their time, new materials encouraged spatial and formal proposals, which allowed to break away from
the nineteenth century eclecticism, constructive processes related to industrialization stimulated the expressive
potential of buildings distinguished by a high degree of rationality, as demonstrated in the examples we shall
present.
The cases chosen for this study include examples related to public and private works, as well as others developed in the academic field. The first example, Vivienda Venezolana, includes building processes that cope
with topics such as prefabrication with reinforced concrete with large panel components for the production of
low cost housing; the second example, Simix, used on dwelling developments, involves mixed systems that
combine vertical supporting components poured-in-place using rationalized formworks, with precast components that solve the problem of the floors. The two last examples were developed to cope with the construction of educational institutions: Concacero, based on the prefabrication of reinforced concrete components
and rigid steel formwork, and Siema, a system with steel components. In some cases the constructive solutions
were completely developed in Venezuela, in others, the activity was aimed towards technological transfer,
principally from Europe, turning to mass production systems used during the post-war.
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VIVIENDA VENEZOLANA SYSTEM
Vivienda Venezolana was established in Caracas in 1959, with the object of producing houses massively. Convinced that industrialization was the only possible solution to fulfill Venezuela’s housing needs of the sixties, the
group of professionals that lead it, dedicated to develop constructive systems upon the basis of components
of reinforced concrete for single-housing and apartment blocks, up to 4 floors.
The innovating attitude of these private company professionals led them to join the experimental housing program that was taking place in the sixties at the Banco Obrero, a state institution in charge of solving housing
problems. In order to be part of this program, Vivienda Venezolana had to adapt its proposals to the modular
coordination systems established by the state’s institution. The concept, of a fixed module that repeats itself,
has been in the mind of architects, designers and constructors for ages, yet, with no doubt, was fundamental
for all industrialization initiatives in relation to construction processes.
Vivienda Venezolana’s first proposals included systems of beams, columns and slabs for detached single
houses which remind us of Le Corbusier‘s proposal for Maison Domino and later Maison Citrohan and also of
the construction systems developed by Alvar Alto in Finland and Jean Prové in France. Based on standardization related to the industry, the use of the new materials, the parts weight and the component’s transportation
and storage problems, the company developed its first housing complexes, which progressively grew to 4
floors buildings. Later on, influenced by the systems of large panels developed in post-war Europe, they finally
chose a system with load-bearing walls for apartment buildings, which changed from 4 floors to 17 floors. (Figure 1)
In the decade of the seventies, Vivienda Venezolana had already created a system based on a structure of
load-bearing walls and slabs, all prefabricated, the former with reinforced concrete and the later with pretensed concrete, all components of large size. The system proposed allowed the construction of buildings of
up to 17 floors with 6 apartments per floor of 77 m2 each. (Figure 2)
The building was formed by load-bearing walls placed in two orthogonal directions considering the modules
generated from a pre-established reticule of 0.8 m x 0.8 m. The walls, besides being the structural support of
the building, were used as partitions and facades. This bearing walls configuration was completed with slabs,
which kept the same modulation, and with the staircase. Especially designed joints guaranteed the building’s
monolithic behavior.
It is important to point out, that Vivienda Venezolana’s system had to be adjusted to earthquake resistance
regulations established in Venezuela as a consequence of the 1967 earthquake. That explains the need to
have load-bearing walls in two orthogonal directions, as well as, dry and damp joints, which fulfill the behavior
of the building in seismic zones.
Vivienda Venezolana decided to work with this alternative, based on a sole building model which will be repeated, proposing different grouping alternatives and different urban complexes. As mean of production the
company established a plant from which it distributed the components to the work sites.
The transportation of the walls was made on trucks specially prepared so the components can be moved in
vertical position. The dispatch of the components was programmed to coincide with the assembly order at
the work site. The slabs were transported horizontally.
The erection of the walls was made in such manner that the first walls shored up to prevent them from turning
over. The assembly began with the interior walls so they were used as guides for the walls that form the facade. The slabs were placed alternating their direction in order to ensure that all load-bearing walls received
vertical loads, which benefited the structural behavior of the building in case of a possible earthquake. (Figures 3 and 4)
Vivienda Venezolana’s plant ended its activities in 1983 due to an economic turnaround in Venezuela. The
currency depreciation, after almost 40 years of monetary stability, represented an important crisis. However,
during the two decades of continuous production, 25,000 housing units were built, which signifies a successful
experience for Venezuela.

Figure 1: Single-Housing System 1960; Figure 2: Apartment building System1970; (V.V. Catalog 1979)
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Figure 3: Assembly of the walls; (Dembo); Figure 4: Group of buildings completely finished; (Dembo)
SIMIX SYSTEM
Simix System was created by OTIP C.A., a private construction corporation, as a technological package that
included the formworks for the production of the building and the technology to put it to work. The system
combined two construction methods: poured-in-place with the use of modulated forms for the load bearing
walls and prefabrication for the production of slabs and partitions, hence the acronym in the Spanish language: Mixed Industrialized System
The initial purpose was to submit a project adjusted to the needs of clients, including: structural plans, calculus,
specifications, quantity takeoff, details plans, likewise the production’s schedule and the Constructive System’s
Manual. At the time of the construction, technical advice was given for the commencement of the production
that is, the manufacture of the prefabricated components and the assembly of the formworks for the pouring of
the bearing walls.
The first experience with this system was in 1967 with the construction of 1,030 apartments of 75 m2 each. The former
Banco Obrero, promoted the development. The works were finished in nine months, which was very impressive in
terms of efficiency and costs. Nevertheless, a change in Venezuelan politics directed construction towards the building of single houses, setting aside the experiences linked to apartment buildings. It is not until 1974, with a new government and the rise of oil prices already mentioned, that this construction system regains its appeal.
Simix System design was based on modular frameworks, all multiples of 15 centimeters, used for pouring-in-site
the load bearing walls, as well as, formworks on the same dimensional system, used to produce the precast
slabs. The system enabled the incorporation of special parts in order to make adjustments on each project
without altering the system. The direction between the walls did not necessarily have to be orthogonal, which
allowed multiple options in terms of design. Also, the frameworks’ modulation permitted many combinations
with the object of obtaining the wanted structural span. (Figures 5 and 6)
This constructive system enabled the production of buildings with a height from 4 to 40 floors, for different
purposes such as, housing, hotels, service centers, offices, etc. It was mainly used in the housing field, where
buildings of up to 25 floors were built.
The systematization of different aspects of the building allowed to rationalize the use of materials and to obtain better costs, more efficiency in terms of time and better manpower performance. The building process,
organized in repetitive cycles in which it is possible to apply the appropriate mechanization and standardization, enabled better training of the labor work, dismissing criticism in respect to the substitution of manpower
for machines, a very sensitive topic in underdeveloped countries. The system allowed building 70% of the total
volume of the work, leaving only the remaining 30% for completing service connections, paint, finish of floors,
etc.

Figure 5: Simix Constructive System; (Catalog 1977); Figure 6: Building Complex Cachamay 1979; (Dembo)
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Figure 7: Pouring of walls; (Dembo); Figure 8: Production of slabs in the site; (Dembo)
The construction cycle of this system began with the pouring of the foundations. The first step concerning the
construction of the walls was to place the reinforcement and the service installations planned for each project. Special guides were left on the foundation slab to serve as reference for the location of the bearing walls
frameworks, adapted to the plant geometry. Once all frames were placed the concrete pouring of the load
bearing walls was made. (Figure 7)
At the prefabrication front a concrete strip was built in advance, usually at the site, where the slab, partitions
and stairs formworks were placed. The metal forms matched the geometry defined in the project for each
component. On each of these forms, details of the edges were provided for, in order to allow an adequate
consolidation of the horizontal and vertical joints (Figure 8).
The construction process named on open sky made possible the moving of forms and the placement of the
prefabricated components with cranes that worked directly from above, which provided more liberty in respect to the building’s geometry.
The system was used in buildings of very different shapes due to its capacity to adapt to different geometries.
The realization of projects extended throughout all Venezuelan territory and in many cases using the same
tools, which were moved from one place to another.
With Simix System 3,860 housing units were built. Also, in this case, the system was no longer used in the eighties
when the Venezuelan construction industry entered in recession.
CONCACERO SYSTEM
Concacero System is a completely prefabricated system that combines steel as a rigid frame with reinforced
concrete, producing a mixed structure. The main concept is the production of load bearing panels from forms
manufactured with steel sections and filled with concrete as stiffening diaphragm of the metal frame. The
creation and introduction of this system coincides with the acknowledgement, in the structural design field, of
the advantage of mixed structures. In Venezuela, it was also a consequence of the experience had with the
production and assembly of steel structures, considering that the country has a significant metal-mechanic industry. The idea of filled metal frames allowed having a structure of load bearing walls in two orthogonal directions which were completed with steel trusses that supported the slabs in the areas where walls were not
needed, giving the system more spatial flexibility.
The design of Concacero System arises in Venezuela during the seventies as an option for the production of
service buildings up to five floors. Its components were normalized in such manner that they allowed different
design solutions for buildings such as: education institutions, clinics, offices, community centers and shopping
centers, among others, solving from the minimum dimension of a bathroom, the traditional proportions of a
classrooms up to spaces with large spans. The System solved at the same time the structural aspects, exterior
walls and partitions and the buildings facades protection components. (Figure 9)

Figure 9: Education building 1986; (Dembo); Figure 10: Concacero System; (Catalog 1978)
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Figure 11: Assembly of the precast walls; (Dembo); Figure 12: Assembly of precast slabs; (Dembo)
A horizontal orthogonal lay of 1.8 m x 1.8 m was used to structure the buildings, which allowed the placement
of load bearing walls in two directions, fulfilling the functional requirements. The distance from the floor to the
ceiling is of 3.20 m but the useful height is of 2.60 m due to the presence of trusses. The reticule may grow starting with multiples of 1.80 m. The system permitted working with double or triple heights, taking care of bracing
the wall of the container with components perpendicular to them. The system also allowed reaching spans of
up to 45 meters, evidently adjusting the height of the trusses. (Figure 10)
The Concacero prefabricated components were the following: Steel frames that were used to form the load
bearing walls and the slabs, steel columns when the spatial requirements so required, trusses that covered the
different spans, brise soleil and connectors. (Figures 11 and 12)
There were six models of vertical wall components: empty, completely filled, with small windows, with large
windows, with small doors, with big doors, all within the 1.8 m x 3.2 m module and 10 cm depth. Panels were
produced with different finishes or openings in response to their location in the inside or on the facade of the
building. These components allowed multiple configurations in plant and elevation.
The horizontal slab components came in two versions: the larger module of 1.80 x 7.20 m and the smaller module of 1.80 x 3.60 m, both 16 cm deep.
The column components composed with steel sections, had a height of 3.2 m and were only used to obtain
more open spaces.
The trusses were used as support for the slabs when not supported by the load bearing walls and they had
lengths of 3.6 m and 7.2 m and a height of 54 cm. There were also, as we already mentioned, the trusses used
to cover large spans.
This system was completed with the brise soleil for facades, balustrade for balconies, the connectors that give
continuity to the vertical components and flanges for joints finishing.
The production of the system’s components was done partially in the metal-mechanic workshops and later
completed on a concrete strip that enabled the pouring into the forms. Also, tables for pouring, which can be
transported to the site, were considered, although never used.
The construction at the site began by fixing the starting anchorages to the foundation reinforcement, previously to the pouring of the concrete. Upon these anchorages, the bottom connectors that serve as guide and
fixing of walls were placed. The components were designed in such manner that it was not necessary to shore
them during the assembly. The X form geometry of the joints was one of the fundamental contributions of the
system.
Once the walls had been assembled, the top connectors were placed and, subsequently, the beams together with their corresponding support. The next step was the placing of slabs. Once the connectors had
been welded the walls of the next floor could be assembled. Immediately after, the concrete pouring was
made in the spaces between the slabs. This process was repeated until the building was completed.
The Concacero System was used for schools building, auditoriums, gymnasiums, cultural centers and medical
services buildings. On each case, special parts were used to solve the requirements associated to the buildings typology or associated to the conditions of the site.
Similarly to the previous examples, political-economic reasons where the cause of the interruption of the use of
the system in the eighties. A decade later, in the nineties, experiments were made with a system that conceptually followed the criteria of mixed structure but with smaller components, therefore lighter. This experience
has allowed the development of other alternatives, which, based on the combination of a rigid steel structure
and reinforced concrete, allow to work not only with load bearing walls structural systems, but also with frames
systems.
SIEMA SYSTEM
The background of Siema System was the Consortium of Local Authorities Special Programme (CLASP) developed in England during the fifties and sixties by a team of professionals lead by Donald Gibson. At the time, a
group of Venezuelan architects living in London got interested in the experience, which sought the massive
production of school for the United Kingdom.
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Figure: 13 Siema System; (Catalog 1974); Figure 14: Assembly of components; (Dembo)
Once, back in Venezuela, the application of CLASP was tried in the country as a pilot program for the development of a system adjusted to the local situation. The Venezuelan version, named VEN-UNO and afterwards
Siema was included in the academic and investigation field of the Instituto de Desarrollo Experimetal para la
Construcción IDEC (Institute of Experimental Development for the Construction) located at the Universidad
Central de Venezuela.
The Institute’s initial idea was a technological transfer project consisting on disassembling the CLASP’s System
package, in its constructive aspects as well as its organization, in order of reassembling it while adapting it to
the Venezuelan conditions, performing the necessary innovations.
The Venezuelan Institute research field was orientated towards the development of components and constructive systems adaptable to the different projects and site conditions, in contrast with the trend prevailing in
Venezuela of developing standard-schools, which were repeated around the country.
In accordance to the premises, Siema System was developed based on structural frames formed by standardized steel components. The system was coordinated dimensionally by a structural reticule of 120 x 120 cm that
allowed working with longitudinal spans of 7.20, 3.60 and 2.40 m and, transversely, with spans of 3.60 and 2.40
meters. This structural module would provided the necessary flexibility to determine the form of the building
and a height up to four floors. (Figure 13)
The systems catalogue included the following components: Floor trusses with their different spans and constant
height which allowed the placement of a continuous soffit, and columns that were placed on the intersections
of the structural reticule. The joints between trusses and columns were made with bolts, which do not required
specialized labor work (Figure 14). The floors had been solved using a pleated steel sheet used as permanent
formwork over which the reinforced was placed and concrete was poured in accordance to the span to be
covered, usually with a depth of 12 cm. The roof was formed with a concrete slab similar to the floor slab, usually with a depth of 8 cm. The stairs were made with prefabricated metal components, fastened with bolts to
the structure. The steps were made with a resistant formwork of pleated metal sheet and a subsequent pouring
of colored natural concrete, hammered concrete or granite.
In respect to partitions the System did not include its own components; however, it allowed the use of different
partitions, using materials and components available on the market, according to the functional and technical requirements of each building.
Siema System was created for seismic areas, which was an important variable in relation to its referent, CLASP
system, and one of the crucial topics for the technological transfer. The rigidity required for the appropriate
behavior of the buildings constructed with this system against dynamic actions required the incorporation of
diagonals on the facades of the buildings. The distribution of these braces mainly depended on the buildings
configuration and the area in which it was located. (Figures 15 and 16)

Figure 15: Engineering Institute 1979; (Dembo); Figure 16: Banco del Libro 1983; (Dembo)
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The Research Institute, IDEC, continued developing Siema System in spite of the vicissitudes of the eighties in
Venezuela. Each one of its project was considered, at the time, test prototypes which validated the system.
Currently, opportunities arise to use this System. The manufacture of the standardized components is made industrially in metal-mechanic workshops, moderately specialized, which compete in relation to the price and
quality requirements. The biggest efforts, now a days, are made in order to conduct Siema towards sustainability standards focused in environmental protection, waste control and energy saving.
CONCLUSIONS
After analyzing the experiences presented we may conclude that the Venezuelan construction activity in the
seventies had a spirit of innovation and modernization. The examples analyzed demonstrate that the systematization of the construction processes of buildings allows multiple options far from being repetitive and monotonous, which is often associated to this type of production.
In all these cases the presence of industrialized processes goes beyond the solution of technical problems
linked to the production of buildings and offers options related to the formal character and the quality of the
design, which shows the potential still to be exploited.
Rationalization, forces to strengthen the relations that exist between the project stage and the construction of
a building and to establish links between industry, construction and society. The idea is to review and to rethink
a new identity of the industrialized products, to consider the topic of sustainability, in accordance with the reality of the technological development of this century. We must reexamine the production processes giving
more emphasis to environmental protection and energy saving. However, prefabrication and other forms of
industrialization do not seem to disagree with the sustainability criteria.
It is important to point out that the experiences presented were at their time, each one of them in their own
circumstances, competitive options within the field of construction. Furthermore, their feasibility was fulfilled,
not by the implicit technological innovation of each case, but because they achieved to impose from the
fact that they had more favorable costs than the other alternatives with which they had to compete.
In any case, the lack of continuity of these systems did not have much to do with the technical, economic
and formal success or failure that each one of them achieved. The reasons are mainly associated to the political and economical conditions in Venezuela and worldwide, which did not allow an adequate assessment
of these forms of production.
Currently industrialized construction, specifically prefabrication in Venezuela, is limited to isolated experiences
which although successful, are so disperse to consolidate an offer that fulfills the problems and demands of
the construction sector in the field of buildings.
On the other hand, Venezuelan schools of architecture, in the last decades, have preferred the study of
unique works product of individual creativity, giving greater consideration to large projects. Meanwhile, serial
production associated to standardization and industrialized process has been set aside leaving this type of architecture, in a certain manner anonymous, out of consideration. With this investigation we aspire to regain interest in the latter and on the topics related to prefabrication, to the production of components that will allow
assembling different versions supported in a better understanding of the design process.
The final question turns out to be if industrialization, and more specifically prefabrication, is still an alternative
for the solution of massive building production. We must rethink if we have to produce in large fabrics or in
small fabrics, in large or small series, if the components should be interchangeable or if there must be freedom
so that many companies build and develop on their own. But beyond those decisions, it looks like this form of
production is still an option for solving, in short or medium term, the technical, economic and efficiency problems of the production of buildings, not only in Venezuela, but in other developing countries.
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